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An experiment was designed to 1st whether different individuals produce similar 
voice patterns when they read the same emotional passage. Quantitative scoring 
criteria were developed that reflect the extent to which different individuals con- 
sisrently produce similar constellations of acoustic attributes in response to the 
same emotional context. The scoring p r d u r e  was applied to the voice tracks of 
mdard utterances produced by 1 1 subjects reading 10 different emotionally evoc- 
ative scripts. Tbe results supported the hypothesis that different individuals produce 
standard acoustic configurations to express emotions. Because acoustic propnies 
reflecting contrastive s tms  consistently varied with emotional context over syn- 
tactically and semantically idmticd utterances, some factor related to emotional 
context other than syntax or semantics must account for the variations. An evo- 
lutionary argument that emotion communication can be seen as intention com- 
munication is presented to account for tbae variations. Implications for theories 
of emotions and of intentional generative semantics arc discussed. 

Researchers interested in the acoustic 
expression ofemotion usually assume that dif- 
ferent individuals express the same emotions 
in similar ways. Yet, this has never been em- 
pirically demonstrated. Furthermore, there is 
no a priori theoretical reason why the acoustic 
expression of emotion must manifest cross- 
culturally universal or even culturally shared 
but nonuniversal acoustic patterm. Emotion- 
ally charged vocal patterns could be idiosyn- 
cratic, requiring a period of acquaintance with 
the speaker to decode. This experiment was 
designed to address this issue by detecting the 
extent to which different individuals consis- 

tently produce similar constellations of awus- 
tic attributes in expressing a particular emo- 
tion. 

Just as human and nonhuman primates 
share facial expressions of emotion (Jolly, 
1972, pp. 158-159), it is empirically likely 
that they share certain acoustic expressions of 
emotion. Shrieks of fear in chimps and in hu- 
mans are likely to share high frequency due 
to muscles tensed for fight or flight (Scherer, 
198 1 b) and high amplitude, as befits a call for 
help or a warning. Averaged acoustic measures, 
like mean fundamental frequency (Fo) and 
mean amplitude, are likely to uncover any such 
homologies and therefore be a source of in- 
terindividual similarity among humans. 

As a call for help or warning of danger, the 
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to Alex" logically and grammatically entails 
both (a) 'bmeone spoke to Alex" and (b) 
"Jane spoke to someone," a speaker who be- 
lieves the listener already knows that someone 
spoke to Alex will say "Jane spoke to Alex," 
whereas one who believes the listener already 
knows that Jane spoke to someone will say 
"Jane spoke to Alex" (Smith &Wilson, 1979, 
p. 154). The acoustic stress highlights which 
of the utterance's logicogrammatical entail- 
ments the speaker considers most important: 
It distinguishes "new" from "given" infor- 
mation (Bolinger, 1972; Clark & Clark, 1977, 
p. 32; Gunter, 1982; Hornby, 1972; Jones 
1962, p. 108). Essentially, acoustic stress can 
be a clue that allows the listener to select which 
interpretation the speaker intends. 

Entailments are always derived by the a p  
plication of rules or procedures to a back- 
ground of knowledge that the conversants are 
presumed 10 share. In linguistic and cognitive 
theories these rules are usually grammatical 
and/or logical, and they are applied to con- 
stituents of the utterance in relative isolation 
from contextual elements. For example, in the 
above case, (a) and (b) are grammatically spec- 
ified by "Jane spoke to Alex" through the sub- 
stitution of appropriate indefinite phrases at 
nodes of the sentence's phrase structure (Smith 
& Wilson, 1979, p. 159). In the w e  of lexical 
meaning, the propositional calculus is applied 
to the word's descriptors: Because "all uncles 
are men" is true by virtue of the lexical mean- 
ing of "uncle:' the sentence "my uncle spoke" 
deductively entails the proposition "A man 
spoke." 

However, the highlighting of logically and 
grammatically derived entailments is often not 
sufficient for the interpretation of utterances. 
Since Bartlett (1932), psychologists have ac- 
knowledged that context often plays a central 
role in linguistic interpretation. Although the 
study of contextual factors in language pro- 
duction and comprehension has been granted 
a subfield-"pragmatia"-little theoretical 
attention has been given to the types of pro- 
cedural knowledge that mediate these factors. 
While researchers from Bartien to Schank and 
Abelson (1977) have posited that these pro- 
cedures are represented in the fonn of rhemas 
or scriptsdomain specific inference struc- 
tun%-they have provided little insight into 
their specific content. Indeed, if such mipts  

are the product of idiosyncratic personal ex- 
periences, elucidating their content would be 
a pointless academic exercise. 

Interestingly. recent developments in evo- 
lutionar) biolog) suggest that many emolron 
scripts are not idiosyncratic, that some of them 
lie at the core of what we think of as human 
nature. These dwelopments may provide some 
insight into the specific content of these in- 
ference procedures. Game theory. with its em- 
phasis on the incentives and intentions of ac- 
ton, lies at the heart of the current Darwtnian 
revolution in the undemanding of social be- 
havior that has already hit anthropology and 
behavioral biology (cf. Hamilton. 1964; Wil- 
liams. 1966; Maynard Smith. 1979; Dawkins, 
1982; Triwrs, 1974; Popp & DeVore, 1979: 
Chagnon & Irons 1979; Alcock, 1979). These 
game theories provide reasonably specific hy- 
potheses about the content of the inference 
procedures organisms use to reason about sit- 
uations involving large fitness costs and ben- 
efits. Furthermore, they emphasize the im- 
portance of s~gnaling costs, benefits, and be- 
havioral intenttons to conspecifics in 
negotiative interactions. Ethologists have tra- 
ditionally considered such signaling the pri- 
mary function of emotional expression, 
studying intention movements, courtship 
dances, agonistic displays. and aggressive in- 
teractions in mammals, birds, reptiles. fish, 
and insects. 

Thus evolutionarily important contexts- 
ones involving sex, pair bonding, death. 
aggression, relatives, friendship, parenting. re- 
source accrual-are likely to be emotional 
contexts, and are precisely the sort of domains 
for which one would expect humans to possess 
a variety of specialized, highly structured in- 
ference procedures. Such inference procedures 
would allow two or more conversants to derive 
relatively uniform contextdependent "entail- 
ments" of unerances in emotional situations. 
Acoustic stress may play a role in the inter- 
pretation of emotional speech similar to that 
proposed for grammatically derived entail- 
ments in nonemotional speech. Namely, 
acoustic stress might be used by a speaker to 
highlight which socioemotional "entailment" 
he or she intends. If this is the case, (a) emo- 
tional contexts are particularly likely to pro- 
duce great conformity in stress patterns, and 
(b) even when the syntactic and semantic 
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st'ruaure of an utterance is held constant, stress 
patterns should differ with emotional context. 
To see if this is true, one wants to look not 
only at averaged acoustic measures but also 
at ones that can vary with the words and re- 
lations expressed by the sentence's semantic 
structure. 

Accordingly, the experiment reported in this 
article was designed to explore three questions: 
(a) Do different individuals consistently pro- 
duce similar constellations of acoustic attri- 
butes in reading the same emotional passage? 
(b) Which are the consistent acoustic prop 
erties? (c) Are any of the consistent properties 
ones that vary with the words and relations 
expressed by the sentence's semantic structure? 

Although theoretically oriented linguists 
have long hypothesized a relation between in- 
tonation and emotion (Bolinger, 1972, 1982; 
Gunter, 1982), acoustic studies of emotion 
communication are rare. Averaged acoustic 
measures like mean Fo, amplitude, and tempo 
are thought to be associated with anger (Davitz, 
1964; Huttar, 1968; Markel, Bein, & Phillips, 
1973; Williams & Stevens, 1972), benevolence 
and competence (Brown. Strong, & Rencher, 
1973a, 1973b), depression (Markel et al., 
1973), confidence (Scherer, London, & Wolf, 
1973), deception (Ekman, Friesen, & Scherer, 
1976), anxiety and stress (Hauser, 1976; 
Scherer, 198 la: Utsuki & Okamura, 1976), 
fear (Fairbanks & Ronovost, 1939). and grief 
(Davitz, 1964; Eldred & Rice, 1958; Hunar, 
1968; Williams & Stevens, 1972). 

The agreement among many of these studies 
argues that different individuals do produce 
standard configurations of acoustic attributes 
in expressing particular emotions. To dem- 
onstrate interindividual similarities decisively, 

across subjects is Williams and Stevens's 
(1972) work with three male acton. Althougb 
Williams and Stevens looked at a number of 
sophisticated acoustic variables, the only ones 
they quantitatively compared across subjects 
were mean and median Fo, FO span, and mean 
rate of articulation. Their comparison of spec- 
trograms between subjects was qualitative, and 
they did not attempt to compare the Fo con- 
tours of different individuals. 

In the experiment reported here, on two 
different occasions 1 1 subjects read a standard 
utterance, "I'll do it," which had been embed- 
ded in 10 different emotional contexts 
("scenes"). I looked at six acoustic parameten 
of the "I'U do itWs, five of which could vary 
with the words and relations of the sentence's 
semantic structure. An acoustic emotion con- 
figuration (AEC) was defined as a constellation 
of acoustic attributes that is consistently pro- 
duced by many individuals in expressing a 
particular emotion. I considered a parameter 
to contribute to an AEC if it varied with emo- 
tional context in a consistent, replicable man- 
ner across subjects. A quantitative scoring 
procedure that captures these criteria is pre- 
sented in the Method section. My hypothesis 
was that the operation of the evolutionarily 
predicted inference procedures on the emo- 
tional scenes would structure subjects' acoustic 
responses. If this is true, a number of acoustic 
properties, including ones that vary with ele- 
ments of semantic structure, should fulfill the 
scoring criteria, establishing the existence of 
AECs. 

Method 

Subiects 
however, one needs to compare detailed 

subjatr me I ]  Harwd undcrgraduaw male acoustic information on standardized utter- rde, an ad paned in ww 
ances across a number of subjects. Unfortu- buildion off&* ~avment for dcioatioo in an ex=- 
nateiy, the technical difficulty of such analy- imenr & acting-i;chniqua. They bad no fd acting 
se-specially prior to the use of digital corn- Vainink Subjects mt divided into two groups, m e  that 

had an imagery ("I") -ion h and another that had a puter systems-has tended to severely limit neimagry(.'N",%ion 6m Rocedmsonion,, 
the number of subjects per study. Scherer ~ P r o u a a a r ~ n e d  and 
( 198 la) reviewed the most relevant research; 3 females & 3 mala. 
since 1970 no published acoustical analysis 
with standard text has included more than Stimullrs Materia(s 
three subjects (although Scherer & Wallbott, 

Asking subjatr to simulate emotional msponu$ to "be Note 1, are preparing a study using six). The w.,or,,bcsa4" invitsnenorypd theauidrrapoowr. 
only published study in this period that at- Therefore I roil& Williams and Stems's 11972) or- . -. - 
tempts to compare responses to standard text d u r e  of haviag the subject play a role in a script. The 
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ix%x in such a procedure is that the emotional response you will have one line to say aloud-the same line in 
wiu a r k  naturally and subUy from the dtuation dcrribed. a c h  rript-"I'll do it." It will appear near the end of 
Each subjm read 10 scrips. 500-700-word sane el- the xrint in boldface. cncloxd in brackets. When vou 
cmpted hom novels b) Ursula K M u i n  (cf LcCjuin. w coifonable and read) to bepn, read thc fin! script 
1980) LcCjuln a a prut-wnning author of n m a  ficllon ~ ~ o u p h  o n a  to ,ounelf. then ~ u s h  thc " 0  bunon on 
and fantasy who writes concme, easily imaguble, em* the box. This binon will set timer for 4 minutes. 
tionally evocative dcrnptions (Pavio, Yuille, & Ma&gan. During the 4 minutes, rcad the script through ar man) 
1968). The emotive content of the xripts is not easily times as you likc. but don't rcad out loud, gsticulate. 
labeled. .gain, to minimizc the pooibiity ahat subjects' ca get up from your chair. 
tacit xmanuc knmkdgc ofemotive rams would produce 
-typed --. r he only line in the script for the ( I m 4 . c ~  or neimagery preparation  runio ions were 
subject to read aloud war TU do it," which connitutcd bere.) 
tbe~lnst three words of e m y  script. "I'U do it" is easily 
adapted to diffacnt emotional contcxts and iaka lers than 
half a xcond to ray. Looking for acoustic configurations 
ahat might wy with the semantic Nunure of a sentence 
rcquimdcuiled d c  informaurn. Therefore I m d e d  
and used evay glonal pulx in the dpis  (approximately 
200 pulses pr uc for females, 120 per xc for males). This 
would haw been impractical with a longer uncrana. Fur- 
tbermore, the cax for AECs is cven monger if they can 
even be found in very shoh grammatically simple xn-  

Procedure 

Don't spnd your timc worrying over or plnnnillg the 
way you will say your line. 

At the end of the 4 minutes you will hear a shon 
kep. ThC beep indicates that your 4 minutes are up 
and the t a p  recorder is on. When you hear it, ncv 
wbat you arc doing and read through the script pr you 
did during your 4 minute preparation. up to the point 
lhat your line appcan, then say your lme-"I'll do it"- 
into thc micrcphone. There's no need to f a1  inhibited 
m e m b a r d .  no m e  will be Linenin. to vou or erit- -. -...--. ... --- -~ . - -- -~ ,~ ~ 

icizing your a&. lW l a  your line wine our natunlly 
and &nlaneousiy; don't try to be "theatrical." Read 
the script through and say your line two more times. 
for a total of 3 repetitions of the line. Each timc read 

i%ChIUbj* uodmattwO con- it *rough as you &d during the 4 minute preparation 
sis~ing of 10 scripts per scyion. Subjects m e  lcsted in- rind &), Whm you are throua, the 

in ayxlnd~roofbwthwithccwputcr-mnuou* of the nem script so w have a record on the tape 
ruor&ng equipment. The sessions kncd about 2.5 hourr and hit the button again-this will turn tape 
a h  and m e  coaduaed at least I wcek a m .  They m e  ---A- ,-.u=, "" 
identical except aha! the subject w M- to use i&c- 
in one and d r a i n  from using imagery in the other. This 
maninulation wrs to of the cxberimcnt (Inmumions for answering questionnaires m e  here.) 

elvwhcrc (~ormider, Note 2) hut i r k m t  to you have finished with the questions for the fist 
*thisanicle. Here,thc"N"moditiOn script, repcat thc procedure for the other scripts. It is 

wrs treated as a replication of the "I" condition (and vice imponant that you do the vripts in order from 
-) for -s: (a) AS the Results d o n  shows.  IS^^^^^). ofprmdure 
h e  arc no main e K m  or interanions associated with 
Ibc imagerv mani~ulation in OvD-way a n a l m  of variance A wm of the summary war w e d  in the room as a . . 
  AN OVA^) 00 ~ w & U C  Paramflm ( i h m  the other faclor rrmindn Sub~ens read the 1inc;hrec umcs pr r ene  so 
s lanes"),  and (b) baauv the sconng cntma (uc the I would ha\? some record of hou much the line mncd i n  
Quantitative Analysis &on) demand similarity betwen 
the ovo moditions before a parameta is w i d e r e d  to 
muibu te  to an AEC, any wiation due to the imagw 
manipulaticn d d  lessm ihe probabiliry of W n g  AECs. 
Thus, whatever Ibe wnxqurnm of the imagery manip 
ulation, they cannot, in principle, have aKmed the con- 
clusions arrived at in this article. 

The portions of the innructions to subjects relevant to 
lh is analysis are as follows: 

Thc purpow of lbis study is to learn about various 
Ming ishniques. In front of you there is a pile of 
rripts and a pile ofqumionnaircr. You will be playing 
m e  of the cbypCtasin a h  script and aomriog ~omt 

quations about your experience. At any point you can 
kave the experiment if you choose. 

Tbe scripu arc numbered I thrwgh 10, and all but 
number 3 arc wrinm in the 6m person. You will play 
the cbarana who refers to her or himself as "I" in all 

reptition, but only the fist rendition was analyzed. The 
time required to acousticall) analyzc all three rcndiuons 
for each r enc  wwld have been prohibitive. 

The tap recorded "I'll do it"s were analyzcd by the 
Fundamrntal Rriod (FPRD) program. which was devel- 
q x d  at thc Masachuutts lnsti~utc of Technolog! b! 
W L. Hrnkc ( C m p r  & Sorenun. 1981. p 231. In thr 
Camnuter Based Labontor\. William J a m s  Hall. Hanard 
u;i&sity. This program finds the amplitude 'wrokes" 
h a t e d  with closurc of the vocal cords and uws them 
to m p u t c  the duration o fach  g l o d  pulse (to the narcs1 
microocond). It Crtimavr the fundammtal frequency (raw 
in Hz) and relative amplitude associated with cach glortal 
pulse. The amplitude measure uses a linear scale with 
units of magnitude arbitrarily defined b) the program. 
Thc fundamental frequency and relative amplitude mea- 
sures provided the m. data for the quantitative analysis. 

tbc scrips except script number 3 where you will play Quantilative Analysis 
lk -/man. Don't be piarmd i f m e  of the scripts 
mmtjon -&, magcry, or nr~ngc beans or places- I considered six different acoustic parameterr in the 
m e  were taken from works of fantasy. In cach script .nolyds of each u m a :  mean Fo. h u m c y  SFan (m 
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nunus laven Fo), amphtudc moo (hrghest mndcd b) lwsl 
amphtude). durat~on of unerana (total durauon. duraum 
of "I'll" durat~on of "don" lacounlcallv. "& it" a m- .~ ..., -~ - - ~  

tinuous, so I mated ihc twoedwords as &e unit], and the 
duration of the spaa bctwecn '.'I'U and "&it"), a mawe 
of the trequency fall-rise panern, and a wssure of the 
amolitude fall-rise mnern (fall-rix mnerns diplay the 
relative variation o f i o  or amplitude o%r the lrngth ofthe 
utterance). AU mrametm ex-I mean Fo (an PVQPBCd 
value) and total duration of u n a a n a  can wry with aufaa 
elements of the sentence's semantic strunurc (Fo and am- 
plitude fall-rise pattcrns are the most dnaiied mcprvrm 
of this &tion). For pnafyris of the m@e-nlued nontime 
~arametm.  the "I'U" and "doit" were each normalized 
for duration: they m each divided into 10 qua1 time 
segments and a mean Fo or ampl~tudc tnlim for each Xg- 
mint. For fall-rise analyses the utIcranca me also nor- 
m a l i i  for span on a IOpoint linear scale. An inteml 
scale frmn I (correswndian to the lomst FO or am~litude 
for the u m i a )  to 10 (e+ng to thc utterma's 
h~phen F. or amobtude) was ~ m ~ t ~ c c e d  for e ~ c h  UtICmXC. 
a& the Fo or &plitudc value for each of thc utIcrana's 
20 tlme segments was assigned a scale number m e -  
sponding to the intenal it fell into. (For amplitude fall- 
r ix  one gets the same results whetha the scale is m- 
~ u c t c d  out of a ratio or scan mca5uremcnt.) See figure 

analysis of an acoustic paramner for a &on yields a 
significant F ratio (MS[~mcr]lMS[Scenes X Sub*]) 
hom a one-way ANOVA with repeami wssw m subjeen 
(sina each subject u a d m n t  all 10 u r n s ) .  The error 
tmn aarmnu for any idiosyncratic variation: a significant 
F ratio thus reprc~cnts wiation accounted for only by 
emotional convXI, and it indicates that nrb+ are not 
adhering to a single a ~ u s t i c  fonn r c g d l e y  of emotional 
context. 

To dnamine (a) which sane3 are mvibuting to the 
dfa (b) wh*her the Pmuclic paramncr is high. middling 
or low for chov scena. and (c) ~ ~ U I U  rmny s a n s  or 
jw a few rmcr arc varying thc s a n e  eKect wrc dccom- 
pared into single dJcompuiums betwcm s a n e  means 
through the UP of amUWs ( W i m  1971. p. 170). BslW 
caPdaary o f e m o h u l  expression is at iaue in this mtick, 
r set of contnrtr was considered d i d  only if it yielded a 
r i g o i h t  F ratio in both cocditiom (.'Y and "N-) and 
in a combined hr).way ANOVA with rrpotcd measures 
m both ~~CICUS. w b  the imsgcry manipulation is the 
second famr. The requirement that the wnVasts also pro- 
d u e  a s i g n i h t  clfecl in the Ovo-way ANOVA all- a 

in case w b  inrpction of the maximal convasts 
in thc "I" and LN'' conditions suggests compting of 
cantmu for the two replications. 
BeaUP this was M e ~ p h t w y  Study 10 See ~ h e t h n  

I for an illustrative calcul;non T h ~ s  normahation pro- there is an) msinene) at all in the acoustic expression 
cedure allows fall-nx mttcms to be considered maratel) of emotion, I dd not suvt out with hypotheses @ng 
from Fo span or amplitude ratio. 

Intuitively. one would not want to say that AECs exist 
unless vocal responses to particular emotional contexts 
(in this case, different scenes) vary msinently across sub- 
jects. Vocal paramem that vary idiosyncratically across 
different subjects within a scene fail the msinency cri- 
terion. w h e r a  ones that adhere 10 a single value or form 
regardless of emotional context are obviously not being 
uwd to express the different scenes' varying emotional 
contents. Both of thex possibilities are eliminated if the 

which m e  means would be high, middling, or low. Al- 
though there wrc the constraint that convans in one rep  
lication mirror t h w  in the o t k ,  technically, they m e  
unplanned con tm~-con t rans  derived by looking at the 
data (in facL "hypotheses" for the contmu m e  derived 
by computing maximal contnrtr for the two-way ANOVA 
according to Winer, 1971.p. 176). To avoid Type I errors 
an F m i o  derived from unplanned convasts mun pass 
the more conservative ScheG ten (Wino. 1971, p. 198). 
Although an Fderived from contrasts has only one dcgra 

TIME 

Figure I. How raw fundamend frequency (Fo; or amplitude) fall-rise patCcrns me normalized for span. 
(The fim graph pictum the initial Fo fall-rix panern [ n o r m a l i  for time]. The vcond graph s h w  the 
mapping algorithm: this utterance's span [ h i e s t  minus the l ows  Fo] is 333 - 170 = 163. Division by 
10 yields the 10 qual  steps from 170 to 333 shown in the woad graph. The third graph s h w  the span- 
normalized fall-rise pattern that results when Fo values for each of the 20 time regmats arc mapped onto 
the 10 equal neps of the second graph; e.g., F$ of 223 and 222 on  he fm graph fall in the founh interval, 
330 and 333 fall in the tenth, and so on.) 
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of freedom, the critical valuc for the ScheE is F = (k - 
IHF(I; - I .  n!i - k ) )  where n is the number of subjects 
and I: the number of treatment groups. 

Operationally. therefore, an acoustic parameter was 
considered to contribute to an AEC only if there was a 
ut of contrasts describing the variation of its m e  means 
that p a d  the Sche6 test for both replications and the 
combined wwwy ANOVA. As a further check on the va- 
lidity of the scene mean diffmnrrs and to ue if there is 
any rcgu~arity to the p a n m  of sane  means for pmmctas 
that did not pass the nringmt Schcffe test. I also calculated 
Spearman correlations for the s a u e  mean ranks for the 
tm, replications (Sicgel, 1956). 

The 20 values that connitute a fall-rise pattern must 
bc mndensed to one meaningful measure in order to apply 
thew criteria. Firsf a "mean shape" was computed for 
each sane  by averaging all I I subjects' interval FO or 
amplitude values for the fun time t+&enf then the &nd, 
and so on for each of the 20 time segments (ret Figure 2 
for a sample mean shape calculated from the fall-rise 
patterns of w o  subjects). The relevant question for a mn- 
figuration analysis is as follom: Do subjects' fall-rise p t -  
terns deviate randomly from this mean shirpe, or do thcy 
tend to adhere to it? To quantify this 1 computed a "de- 
viation score'' for each subject's fall-rise panern. For each 
time segment the fall-rise panern's interval value was s u b  
tracted from the corresponding value for the mean shape 
for that scene. and the magnitudes (absolute values) of 
t h e  deviations were summed (e.g.. the deviation xore 
for fall-rise pattern A in Figure 2 would be 19). The 
smaller the deviation score. thc closer thc fall-rise pancrn 
adheres to the scene mean shape. The ANOVAS described 
were run on these deviation scores. 

For a fall-rise oattern to be said to varv cansinentlv . 
across subjects. ill scene mean deviation score should 6 
l m r  than a standard value representing deviations that 
M random uith respec. to m e .  For comparison purposes. 
a ' m d a r d "  score can be computed from a "grand mean 
shape"-a mean shape computed from the fall-rise pat- 
t m s  of all subjsts in all r m e s  in a session. The advantage 
of this shape as a standard is that it takes into account 
any global similarities common to all utterances. A de- 
viation score from this grand mean shape can be computed 
for each fall-rire pattern. For each subject, the "grand 
mean" dcviation gores for each uvne are averaged. If it 
looks like all the sane  mean deviation scores are low 
(indicating that uithin every r t n e  subjects are producing 
very regular fall-rise patlcrns). thev grand mean &vialion 
scores can be included for comparison purports as an I ith 
l m l  of the sane  factor in the ANOVA. Olherwise, an a\- 
of thcv values can be used in constructing contrasts to 
decide which r m e  mean deviation scores should be con- 
sidered high. (This is how the grand mean deviation score 
was used in this experiment.) 

If fall-rise patterns for cenain sanes are found to be 
regular, one wants to make sure they are not all the same 
shape: if they are, subjects are not using different fall-rise 
patterns to express different emotional contents. Scene 
mean shapes were compared pairwise through the mm- 
putation of dcviation scores. Two shapes were considered 
"nry similar" iftheir deviation sore  fell within unf idma  
intervals set around the average deviation score for scmes 
matched across the "I" and "N" mnditions. The as- 
sumption that this amount ofdeviation is attributable to 
error rather than to different e x p r d  emotions is sup  

..... FALL-RISE PATTERN A 

- -  FALL-RISE PATTERN B 

- MEAN SHAPE 

Figure 2. The he shape that would result from avcreng 
twu fall-rise patterns, A and B. 

ported if the variance of deviatim xors for thae matched 
saues is l o w  than that for the "I" or " N  diferent s a n e  
deviation scores. This assumption was tested using a h e  
mogcneity of variance t a t  (Winer, 197 1, p. 38). 

Finally. "reliability I" (1,). using MS(scenes) and 
MS(Scener x Subjms) was wmputed for each acoustic 
parameter that pasxd the AEC test (Winer, 197 1. p. 287. 
formula 8; Rmcnthal, Note 3). r, can vary from zero to 
one. and there is no significance value waisted with it. 
The h i i e r  it is for a particular acoustic parameter, the 
bener that parameter is at dirriminating among the ma 
(i.e., the more subjects are using that parameter to dif- 
ferentiate emotional contexts). Thus r ,  is useful for making 
rdaiw comparisons bctusm different acoustic parameters; 
the higher the r ,  for an acoustic parameter, the more im- 
ponant it is in creating AECs. 

Results 

Figure 3 is a scene by scene summary of 
the acoustic properties that fulfilled the AEC 
criteria and their associated contrasts. For 
mean F,, Fo span, and "doit" duration, a pos- 
itive contrast indicates that the parameter was 
higher (or longer, for duration) than average 
for that scene, a zero contrast indicates that 
it was average, and a negative contrast indicates 
that it was lower (or shorter) than average. 
Contrasts have a different meaning for the Fo 
fall-rise pattern. Because there contrasts refer 
to scores indicating an individual's deviation 
from the scene's mean shape, a negative con- 
trast indicates that individual fall-rise patterns 
for a scene adhered closely to the scene's mean 
shape. A zero fall-rise contrast indicates mid- 
dling adherence, whereas a positive contrast 
indicates little or no adherence. The mean 
shapes for each scene are also pictured, though 
one should bear in mind that mean shapes for 
scenes with positive contrasts are constructed 
from a mishmash of quite distinct fall-rise 
patterns (i.e., there is a sense in which positive 
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.doit' 
Scenes I Mean PO I PO Span I duration I P O  p a l l - ~ i s e  

Figure 3. Contrasts for m u s i c  emotion am6guration (AEC) prPmnm. (For nll paramam except hn- 
&mental frequency IFo] fall-&, a ngativc w n W  indimes that tk SXIK mean is klmu amegc, a zero 
w n t m  indicates that the vrne mean is average, lad a positivc  con^ indicates that the vrne mean is 
above wage. Fm FO fall-&, a ncgatiw c o n m  indicates that indiidual fall-rise ppnm show good 
adhcrena to the scene mean shape, a zero contrart indicates middling adhmna, and a positive catran 
indicates poor adherma.) 
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. falkrise contrast wU!S do not have "Irucue" the 3 power. Tbe ANOVAS were run on the 
mean shapes). (The shapes pictured are from transformed scores. The scene contrasts pic- 
whichever condition produced the most reli- tured in Figure 3 for Fo span are significant 
able [as measured by average deviation scores] at the p < .O1 lwel for the "I" condition and 
mean shape for that scene.) the two-way ANOVA: F(1, 90) = 46.34, F(1, 

90) = 25.00, respectively. Scene contrasts are 
Mean Fn sknificant at the D < .05 level for the " N  - 

The mean FO of an utterance was computed 
by taking the mean of the Fo values associated 
with the 20 time segments of the "I'll doit." 
Because the average mean Fo for males and 
females differ, 1 ran the analyses on scores that 
had bem standardized within subjects. The 
criterial R9. 90) value for the %he& test is 
9 X F(9, 90), or 23.49 at the p < .O1 level, 
and 17.82 at the p < .05 level. The set of scene 
contrasts piaured in Figure 3 are significant 
at the p < .O1 level for the "I" condition, F(1, 
90) = 57.89, the "N" condition, F(1, 90) = 
52.24, and in the two-way ANOVA, F(1, 90) = 
42.72. The imagery manipulation yielded no 
main effects or interactions in the two-way 
ANOVA: main effecf F(l , 10) = .34; interaction, 
F(9.90) = .55). The nonparametric Spearman 
test on ranks corroborates the conclusion that 
subjects are consistent in their application of 
different mean Fos to different emotional con- 
texts; the correlation between ranks for the 
"I" and " N  conditions is .82 (p < .005, one- 
tailed). Mean Fo therefore fulfills the AEC cri- 
teria. For mean Fo, r, is .49. 

Frequency Span 

The Fo span of an utterance was computed 
by subtracting the lowest Fo value of the 20 
segments from their highest value. Because 
scene variances were quite unequal for this 
parameter, I I did the nonparametric analog 
of the one-way ANOVA with repeated measures, 
the Friedman two-way ANOVA by ranks (Siegel, 
1956, p. 166; "subjects" are the second factor). 
The Friedman chi-square (df = 9) was 28.13 
for the "I" condition (p < .001) and 18.14 for 
the " N  amdition (p  < .05), indicating sig- 
nificant scene effects. Because these less ww- 

&ndition, el, 96) = 22.56. The Spearman 
rank test on the transformed scores yielded a 
correlation of .71 (p  < .025, one-tailed). Thus 
Fo span fulfills the AEC criteria. The r, was 
.32. There were no dfects of the imagery ma- 
nipulation: main eff'ect, F( 1, 10) = .14; inter- 
action, F(9, 90) = .77). 

Amplirude Ratio 

The amplitude ratio was computed by di- 
viding the highest amplitude reading for the 
20 segments by the lowest. Division is more 
appropriate than subtraction for amplitude 
because the amplitude reading depends on the 
volume at which the tape is read into the com- 
puter, and low amplitude utterances have to 
be read in at higher volume to do the FPRD 
analysis. As in the Fo span parameter, the scene 
variances were quite unequal. The nonpara- 
metric Friedman test gave a chi-square (df = 
9) of 13.29 for the "I" condition (not signif- 
icant) and of 24.01 in the "N" condition 
(p < .01). The "I" results for this parameter 
thus fail one of the AEC criteria-that scenes 
vary from one another. A two-way ANOVA run 
on the untransformed scores shows a sianifi- 
cant scene effect, F(9, 90) = 2.09, p ; .05, 
but not wen an F(l, 90) = 9.39 calculated 
from the maximal contrasts (those that will 
give the largest F ratio; see Winer, 197 1, p. 
176) passes the %he% criterion. The Spear- 
man rank correlation is .08 (ns), indicating 
that ranks in the "I" and " N  conditions are 
uncorrelated. Amplitude ratio therefore fails 
to q,lnlifv as contributing to AECs. There were 
no main effects or interactions due to the im- 
agery manipulation: main effect. F(1, 10) = 
.16; interaction, F(9, 90) = 1.48. 

erful tests showed pn effect, I transformed Fo ,.I'II,, Duraion 
spans (which had been standardized within 
subjects) to equalize their variances using a All durations are measured in 10,000ths of 
power derived from the slope of a log(mean) a second, which is the accuracy of the FPRD 
versus log(square root of variance) plot. An program. The two-way and " N  condition 
Fo span score was transformed by adding 200 ANOVA on "I'U" durations yielded significant 
to its standard score and raising this value to scene effects, F(9, 90) = 3.00, 3.38, respec- 
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tively. D < .01, but the "I" condition ANOVA "Doit" Duration 
showed no scene effect, F(9,90) = 1.01. This 
means the "I'll" duration parameter fails the 
AEC criteria. The fact that not even the max- 
imal contrasts for the two-way ANOVA yield an 
F ratio that passes the ScheG test, F(1, 
90) = 14.00, corroborates this conclusion. The 
two-way ANOVA showed no effects of the im- 
agery manipulation: main effect, F(1, 10) = 
1.02; interaction, F(9, 90) = .76. 

The Spearman test did yield a significant 
correlation between ranks for the "I" and "N 
conditions ( r ~  = .77,p < .025 one-tailed). This 
suggests that "1'11" duration is capable of vary- 
ing with emotional context but that the effect 
is simply not strong enough for this particular 
choice of emotional scenes. 

"Space" Duration 

All three ANOVAS yielded a significant scene 
effect for the '%pace" duration parameter: F(9, 
90) = 4.20, p c .0l (two-way); F(9.90) = 5.43, 
p < .Ol ("I" condition); F(9, 90) = 2.35, p < 
.05 ("N" condition). The maximal contrasts 
from the two-way ANOVA, however, yield an F 
that is just barely significant with the Scheffe 
test at the .05 level, F(1, 90) = 19.22, and the 
integer contrasts they suggest (0, -1, -1, 0, 
+1,0, +1,0,0,O)donotpasstheScheffetest 
in the two-way analysis, F(1, 90) = 16.4. These 
contrasts do pass the Scheffe test in the "I" 
condition, F(1, 90) = 34.36, p c .01, and just 
miss the .05 level in the " N  condition. In 
addition, the Spearman rank correlation is .77 
(p c .025, one-tailed), indicating a correlation 
between ranks in the two conditions. There 
were no effects of the imagery manipulation: 
main effect, F(1, 10) = .54; interaction, F(9, 
90) = 1.43). 

Strictly speaking, this parameter does not 
pass the AEC criteria. Yet the many regular- 
ities that it does show suggest that scene effects 
are there, but they are a bit too weak to pass 
the stringent criteria. The ''space" duration 
varies around 100 msec, suggesting that it re- 
flects the stop closure of the Id/ in "doit." The 
variation in results may be due to emphasis 
of the Id/ in "doit" (Stevens, Note 4); the fall- 
rise pattern of Scene 7, for example, shows a 
spike in the firs interval of the "doit:' e m  
though the mean Fo and Fo span are lower 
than average for this scene. 

The set of sane  contrasts for "doit" pictured 
in Figure 3 yield an F(1, 90) of 35.34 in the 
"I" condition, 25.86 in the "N" condition, 
and 32.37 in the two-way ANOVA. AU three 
are significant at p < .01. Furthermore, the 
Spcarman rank comlation is .93 (p < .001, 
we-tailed), corroborating the ANWA results 
that indicate that the two conditions are highly 
correlated. The duration of "doit" therefore 
f u l a  the AEC criteria There were no effects 
due to the imagery manipulation in the two- 
way analysis: main effect, F(1, 10) = .33; in- 
teraction, 9 9 ,  90) = 1.71). The rdiabiity 
was .29. 

Total Duration of Utterance 

AU t h r e  ANOVAS yielded sigDi6cant FS for 
h e  scene factor. F(9,90) = 3.24, p < .01 (two- 
way); F(9,90) = 3.23, p < .O1 ("I" condition); 
99,90) = 2.30, p < .05 ("N condition). The 
Spearman rank correlation was .83 (p < .005, 
one-tailed). However, not even the maximal 
contrasts for the two-way analysis passed the 
Scheffe test, F(1,90) = 14.79. This means that 
the total duration of utterance parameter does 
not pass the AEC criteria. The regularities may 
be due to the "doit" duration's contribution 
to the totals. For the "I" condition the cor- 
relation between ranks for "doit" and ranks 
for total duration is .64 (p < .05, one-tailed), 
for the "N condition, .73 (p < .025, one- 
tailed). 

Frequency Fa//-Rise Pattern 
The scene contrasts for Fo fall-rise pictured 

in Figure 3 are significant at the p < .05 level 
for the two-way ANOVA, and at the p < .O1 
level for the "I" and "N" conditions: F(1, 
90) = 23.46, 25.1 1, and 31.46, respectively. 
These contrasts are supported by the Spear- 
man results: Although the rank correlation is 
.55 (p < .I), the lack of correlation is due to 
Scene 2 adhering to the mean shape in the 
"I" condition but not the "N" condition. When 
Scene 2 is eliminated from the calculation, the 
rank correlation is .867 (p < .005, one-tailed). 
For Fo fall-rise, r ,  was .30. 

The Figure 3 contrasts indicate that subjects' 
individual fall-rise patterns were quite similar 
to the mean shapes for Scenes 3, 5, and 10, 
which are shown in Figure 3. For Scenes 1, 



2, 4, and 6, individual fall-rise patterns ad- 
hered somewhat to the scene mean shape, as 
the zero contrasts indicate. But tbe positive 
contmsts for Scenes 7, 8, and 9 suggest that 
these mean shapes are averages of a number 
of quite distinct fall-rise patterns. This con- 
clusion is corroborated by the faa that the 
average deviation scores for these sana are 
quite similar to those h m  a grand mean shape ' 
constructed from all the fall-rise patterns in 
a condition (see the Method section). Devia- 
tions from such a shape represent the maxi- 
mum amount of deviation one can expect, 
given any prea  common to all uttaanas. 
The average deviation from the grand mean 
shape is 48 in the "I" condition--quite similar 
to the scores of 50.48, and 49 for Scenes 7, 
8, and 9--and 47 in the "N condition-4m- 
ilar to the xxves of 45, 45, and 46 for these 
3 scenes in the " N  condition. One can see 
the operation of the averaging of diverse pat- 
terns in Scene 9. The situation involved a 
clinging and irritable mother who is unrea- 
sonably demanding things of her guilt-ridden 
adolescent child. It suggests two distinct emo- 
tional responses: irritated and de6ant or tired 
and resigned. Accordingly, individual fall-rise 
patterns split roughly in half, one set adhering 
to a shape like Scene 5's (defiant), the other 
to one like Scene 10's (resigned). Although the 
"I" and " N  deviation scores for Scene 9 taken 
as a whole are quite high, the average devia- 
tions for the two sets considered separately are 
within the range considered low to medium 
by the ANOVA (L.I", 37 and 37 with low-me- 

dium averages of 32 and 39; " N ,  32 and 30 
with low-medium averages of 29 to 42). Th~s  
type of analysis allows some insight into how 
different people interpret and react to situa- 
tions. Other scenes with high deviation scores 
did not seem to split naturally into two cat- 
egories, suggesting that the situations portrayed 
iu them were not as easily categorized by the 
human emotional system. 

Not only did subjects tend to adhere to par- 
ticular mean shapes, shapes for different s m e s  
differed from one another. Table 1 shows the 
45 painvise deviation scores for mean shapes 
for both the "I" and " N  conditions. The di- 
agonal shows the matched scene scores. The 
Ptarson product-moment correlation between 
the "I" and " N  condition matrices is .86 
(p < .0005, one-tailed). 

Provided the variance for the matched scene 
scores is lower than that for the "I" and " N  
matrices in Table 1 (see the Method section), 
a deviation score near the matched scene mean 
is the criterion for judging two mean shapes 
"wry similar." The variance requirement was 
met. The p < .05 cutoff for a homogeneity of 
variance test (Winer, 1971, p. 37) is A44, 
9) = 2.89; the ("I" or " N  variance)/(marched 
scene variance) ratio exceded this value for 
both conditions: "I", A44, 9) = 10.54; " N ,  
F(44, 9) = 5.37. The mean matched scene 
score was 15, with a 95% upper confidence 
limit of 18.5 (df = 9). The average similarity 
of mean shapes was 33.73 for the "I" condition 
and 32.53 for the "N" condition. Because both 
are higher than the "very similar" cutoff of 

Table I 
h i m i o n  Scoresfor Painvise Comparisons of Scene Mean Shapes 

Sxnc I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Nofe The scor~ on the dkgond (in boldface rype) ue for matched uma The u m r  mama IS for the tnugm ("I") 
mn&uon, ihe 1-1 for the n c - i m m  YN") d o o n .  
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18.3, pain of scenes did, on average, diaer in 
mean shape. More specifically, 27 pain of 
scene mean shapes differed in the "I" condition 
and 37 pairs in the "h"' condition. These 
scenes are underlined in Table 1. 

There were no effects of the imagery ma- 
nipulation in the two-way ANOVA: main effect, 
F(1, 10) = .18; interaction, F(9, 90) = 1.40). 

Amplitude Fall-Rise 

Although the two-way and "N" condition 
ANOVAS yielded significant scene effects, F(9, 
90) = 3.40,p< .Ol,F(9,90) = 2.66,p<.05, 
respectively, the "N" condition did not, F(9, 
90) = 1.74 (ns). Not even the maximum con- 
trasts for the two-way analysis pascd the 
SchefE test, F( 1,90) = 16.74. The Spearman 
rank correlation of .37 (m) also argues for a 
lack of consistency. The average deviations 
from the grand mean shape were 40 ("I") and 
39 ("N"), lower thau the corresponding fre- 
quency fall-rise scores. This suggests that the 
lack of a sxne effect is due to a great s i n h i t y  
between different (scene) mean shapes. This 
view is supported by the fact that pairwise 
deviation scores for mean shapes were, on av- 
erage, lower than for the Fo mean shapes ("I", 
23.04; " N  23.62). These results suggest that, 
although amplitude fall-rise does show some 
interindividual regularity, it does not vary 
much with emotional context. Thus it does 
not contribute to an AEC in this experiment. 
The two-way ANOVA showed no effects of the 
imagery manipulation: main effect, F(1, 
10) = .84; interaction, F(9, 90) = 1.19. 

Summary 

Four acoustic paramet-mean Fo, Fo 
span, "doit" duration, and Fo fall-rise pat- 
tern-met the AEC criteria. The reliability 
score for mean Fo was higher than those of 
the other three parameten, which were quite 
similar, suggesting that mean FO is one of the 
most consistently used parameters in the 
acoustic expression of emotion. 

Discussion 

Subjects tended to produce particular 
acoustic configurations in expressing particular 
emotions. Evidence for this claim is sum- 
marized in Figure 3. Mean Fo. Fo span, FO 

fall-rise pattern, and "doit" duration all con- 
tributed to AECs. Other acoustic parameters 
either failed to vary with emotional context 
or their panern of variation was inconsistent 
from one trial to the next. 

The exhnce  of AECs is made all the more 
inmesting by the fact that the scenes were 
chosen to have complex and subtle emotional 
m a t e d  that would be di5cult to label. Sub  
jects produced similar acoustic patterns in 
spite of the fact that the material did not lend 
itself to stereotypical conceptions. 

Mean Fo was the only ''axmged" acoustic 
property to contribute to the AECs. The other 
three reflect varying emphasis on the words 
and relations of the sentence's semantic struc- 
ture. For example, a large Fo span represents 
an increase in the magnitude of Fo variation 
over the duration of the sentence, the highest 
Fo values usually being asxtckted with stressed 
words (Cooper & Sorensen, 198 1, p. 17). FO 
fall-rise, a property independent of the a b  
solute magnitude of the Fo span (because fall- 
rise was normalized for span), specifies the 
changing directions of emphasis. Varying word 
duration, as reflected in the "doit" duration 
parameter, can be used to deemphasize or 
call attention to a word. Thus, speakers can 
use all three of these parameters to stress or 
underplay the words or relations in the sen- 
tence's semantic structure. 

Three explanations haw been advanced in 
the linguistic and acoustic literature to account 
for the deployment of acoustic parameters that 
reflect changes in stress or emphasis over the 
course of the sentence: syntax (Bresnan, 197 1; 
Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Trager & Smith, 
195 I), semantics (lehiste, 1970, p. 15 I; Smith 
&Wilson, 1979, p. 162). and intentions (Bol- 
inger, 1972, 1982; Pike, 1945, p. 21). Although 
the role of syntax and semantics has been ex- 
perimentally verified (cf. Cooper & Sorensen, 
1981; Jones, 1962, p. 108), that of intentions, 
which has occasionally been proposed in the 
linguistic literature (though not necessarily in 
the context of emotion communication), has 
not been tested acoustically. The experiment 
reported here was designed such that neither 
syntax nor semantics varied in the test sen- 
tences, so these facton cannot, even in prin- 
ciple, account for the variations produced. 
Consequently, the results demonstrate that 
there is at least one additional factor, aside 
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from syntax and semantics, that is regulating 
speakers' use of awustic parameters reflecting 
stnss. 

Figure 3 shows that variations between 
AECs are a function of emotional context. 
The question then is, what is it about emo- 
tional context that can account for these be- 
tween scene variations? Evolutionary biology 
provides meta-theoretical support for the n* 
tion that people share procedural knowledge 
for reasoning about emotional domains (see 
Introduction). Furthermore, it suggests that 
the enwding and decoding of intended courses 
of action is the primary function of emotion 
communication. Following this view, I will ar- 
gue that emotions express the speaker's inten- 
tions and that in emotional speech, these in- 
tentions factor into the rules for mapping 
stress-related acoustic parameters onto the 
words and relations expressed by the sentence. 

By intentions I mean the speaker's evalu- 
ative refarionship to aspects of the semantlc 
arucrure of the sentence acrually produced. If 
convemants share "emotion scripts"-pro- 
cedural knowledge for making inferences 
about evolutionarilv crucial social domains- 

Consideration of Scenes 5 and 10 (see A p  
pendix) illustrates how an intentional expla- 
nation would explain some of the data of Fig- 
ure 3. Although the emotions aroused in Scene 
5 are a complex jumble of anger, jealousy, 
insecurity, spite, and pride, the situation itself 
is, from an evolutionary point of view, a classic 
agonistic encounter. The speaker's ability to 
do certain actions bas been called into question 
by an older rival trying to assert bis dominance 
in front of his pem. He tries to publicly hu- 
miliate the speaker. To save face, the speaker 
must state emphatically that he intends to 
demonsrrau that his rival is wrong (that he 
can in fact "do it" and do it bater than his 
rihl). Accordingly, the mean Fo is high (mak- 
ing the utterance easy to hear), and the "doit" 
is emphasized over the "I'll" in the fall-rise 
pattern. Furthermore, it is emphasized 
strongly, as the very large Fo span indicates. 
Although the high mean Fo and Fo span are 
consistent both with Williams and Stevens's 
(1972) and Fairbanks and Ronovost's (1939) 
findings for anger, and with Scherer, London, 
and Wolfs (1973) findings for dominance, 
knowledge of the vredominant emotion 

they will be able to &late information about aroused does not allow one to predict which 
the speaker's valuations into pred~c~ons about of the words is going to be emphasiizcd relative 
the speaker's intentions and their conse- 
quences. Thus the speaka's evaluative attitude 
toward the actions, state of being, or persons 
represented by the agent-action-object rela- 
tions of the sentence's semantic structure em- 
bodies his or her behavioral intentions. "I'LL 
do it" said in a migned tone of voice does 
not simply mean that the actor will do the 
action, it means "I'll do it because I am too 
tired of fighting you about it, but if I could 
easily avoid doing it 1 would." "I'll DO it" 
said in an irritated, edgy tone of voice really 
means "I'11 do it this time to get you off my 
back, but I'm getting fed up and might not 
do it next time." "I'LL do IT" said in a lilting 
tone, emphasizing the "I'll:' means that the 
person is happy to do it, especially because it 
is you, whom he or she likes, who wants it 
done. Although semantic theories are usually 
adequate for representing what the speaker in- 
tends to say, they are not adequate for rep 
resenting factors controlling the paralinguistic 
communication of what the speaker intends 
to do about the state of affairs represented by 
the utterance. 

to others (i.e., the fall-rise panem). This re- 
quires an understanding of the particulars of 
the situation and the specific behavioral in- 
tentions engendered by the speaker's valuation 
of those particulars. The game-theoretic logic 
of an agonistic encounter could allow you to 
predict that a speaker asserting dominance is 
going to use a large FO span (for special em- 
phasis), a high mean Fo if he or she wants to 
be heard by all, and even which of the words 
or relations the speaker is likely to stms. 

The logic of Scene 10 is almost opposite 
that of Scene 5. The speaker and his or her 
sister vacillate between guilt, shame, disgust, 
and revulsion. They are under the obligation 
of doing a revolting and guilt-provoking task, 
and one of the two must volunteer to "do it." 
Neither m t s  to do it. Unlike Scene 5, there 
is no reason to emphasize the action itself, no 
audience to announce it to, no reason to shout. 
The salient thing to be communicated is the 
intention of the speaker to perform the act for 
his or ber sister, however reluctantly. As the 
low mean Fo indicates, the sentence is barely, 
reluctantly, said. Although the fall-rise pattern 



shows that the "l'll" is emphasized over the 
"doit," as one would expect in an offer, it is 
not emphasized much, as the middling Fo span 
indicates-after all, this is not an enthusiastic 
offer, but one of willingness in spite of un- 
pleasantness. Most tellingly, the "doit"-the 
statement of the action that must be per- 
formed-trails off into a long, barely audible 
whisper. Again, although the work of W i s  
and Stevens and Fairbanks and Ronovost pre- 
dicts low mean Fo and span for sorrow, they 
have no prdction regarding fall-rise pattern. 
Furthermore, although Scene 10 is clearly not 
a happy situation, it is not clear that it should 
be c o n s i d d  "SOROWW' eithr, revulsion, 
guilt, disgust, and self-hatred are all prominent 
in this scene. 

1 am not suggesting that no aspect of erne 
tional expression can be predicted by knowing 
a simple semantic descriptor of the speaker's 
emotional state. After all, certain emotional 
states are accompanied by general physiolog- 
ical reamons. Physiological correlates of erne 
tional states can alter the larynx and articu- 
latory apparatus, and this, in him, can change 
vocal properties. For example, the copiousness 
and consistency of lubricating mucus in the 
larynx and of the rnucal Lining of the vocal 
folds during sexual arousal a&ts the efficiency 
of vibration in both men and women, making 
the voice more whispery and fme pitch control 
mom dificult (LPver & Trudgill, 1979). Sym- 
pathetic activation iu stressful circumstances 
deepens respiration, dilates tk b r d ~ ,  and 
increases musck &on, leading to incFesscd 
amplitude and fundamental frequency 
(Scherer, 198 la). Such temporary physioi0g- 
ical changes in the state of the vocal apparatus 
that affect properties of entire utterances can 
be expected to produce cross-culturally in- 
variant (or even primate-wide) characteristics 
of emotional communication. 

But even here, a knowledge of the emotion 
descriptors will tell one nothing about the fall- 
rise pattern, whereas an understanding of the 
game-theoretic nature of emotion-laden social 
interactions can predict which physiological 
changes in state will occur in which situations, 
in addition to predicting fall-rise pattern. For 
example, emotion scripts can suggest which 
situational parameters are likely to trigger the 
sympathetic activation of a "fight-flight" re- 

sponse and its cormponding acoustic corre- 
lates. Moreover, the same theoretical frame 
work, through the elucidation of the specific 
infmnce structures characteristic of emotion 
scripts, can also explain the types of stress 
patterns found in this experiment. Knowledge 
of an emotion descriptor cannot tell one both. 

Although this information-processing view 
of emotions in terms of procedural knowledge 
is biologically inspired, it is not a physiological 
theory of emotion. In fact, a physiological the- 
ory would have difficulty accounting for the 
acoustic data. If emotions are primarily trans- 
formations "of chemical or physical energy at 
the sensory output level into autonomic or 
motor output" (Zajonc, 1980, p. 154) or ex- 
paienced somatic reactions in the James- 
Lange tradition (James, 1890)-ii emotional 
expression in humans is the product of general 
inchoate experiences or preferences like "feel- 
ing angry" or "feeling sad"-unstructured by 
the cognitive appraisals emphasized by some 
psychologists (e.g, Lararus, 1982)-one would 
expect acoustic emotion communication to 
consist only of acoustic parameters that reflect 
temporary physiological changes in the vocal 
apparatus. One would not predict that acoustic 
parameters rdecting differential stress pat- 
terns would be major contributors to AECs, 
as found in this experiment. And the mapping 
of acoustic properties onto a list of simple 
emotion descriptors would be a relatively triv- 
ial matter. 

Yet linguists have not been able to construct 
systematic rules for assigning stres in emotion 
speech (Bolinger, 1972, 1982; Lieberman, 
1%7, pp. 121-1 22). Moreover, the somatic- 
type view cannot even account for the highly 
situation-spccihc, though s k r e o m  acoustic 
patterns used by nonhuman primates. Vervet 
monkeys, for example, have three different 
alarm calls for their three most dangerous 
predators: snakes, birds of prey, and predatory 
cats (Seyfarth, Cheney, & Marler, 1980). 
Clearly the effecu of one autonomic state (due 
to a "flight-fight" reaction) cannot account 
for the existence of three distinct acoustic pat- 
terns. However, the evolutionary, game-thee 
retic, emotion-scripts view of emotion expres- 
sion as intention expression can not only ac- 
couw for (a) the importance of stress patterns 
in emotion speech, (b) the existence of situ- 
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ation-specific acoustic patterns in other pri- 
mates, and (c) the failure of linguists to find 
simple mapping rules for emotion speech, it 
predrcfs them. 

Ifemotions are intimately tied to specialized 
evaluative inference procedures, and em* 
tional expression involves the expression of 
intentions, or of valuations from which inten- 
tions can be deduced by a hearer who is using 
similar inference procedures, then signaling 
that your intentions differ h m  those the 
hearer presupposes (or may presume in the 
absence of new information) is an instance of 
highlighting new or important information. 
Linguistically, this function calls for the use 
of contrastive stress. So, the emotion-saipts 
view of emotion communication as intention 
communication predicts that the acoustic 
expression of emotion will include acoustic 
parameters that reflect the use of contrastive 
stress. Furthermore, the use of similar infer- 
ence procedures predicts great uniformity in 
subjects' stress patterns for a particular emo- 
tional situation. On this view, a one-to-one 
mapping of acoustic properties onto a list of 
simple emotions would be misguided because 
stress patterns depend on how the particulars 
of the situation feed into the emotion script. 
For example, I could create a situation where 
you were just as "angry" as the speaker in 
Scene 5, by arb~trarily and cruelly deciding to 
let someone else do something you really want 
to do. Presumably, you would shout "I'LL do 
it," produnng a fall-rise pattern with emphasis 
on the "I'll" rather than on the "doit:' as in 
Scene 5. Thus the intentional view would ex- 
plain the difficulty linguists have had in finding 
systematic rules for assigning stress in emotion 
speech. Furthermore, in cases where it is im- 
portant for highly social, though nonlinguistic 
species, like nonhuman primates, to differ- 
entiate situations that may engender the same 
autonomic response (such that acoustic cor- 
relates of autonomic response are not suffi- 
ciently informative), the intentional view pre- 
dicts the existence of regular, differentiated 
acoustic patterns for expressing the different 
situation-specific information. 

The i n t e n t i d  view stresses the importance 
of expressing not only the relations between 
words, as generative semantics, for example, 
already does, but also the speaker's valuing of 
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those relations and the actions the) represent. 
As currently construed, semantic theories 
cannot represent this intenuonal information 
such that it can be readily incorporated into 
a performance model of AEC production. 
Schank's (1972) conceptual dependency model 
and Fillmore's (1968) case grammar, for ex- 
ample, use semantic representations in which 
relations are internally defined, that is, defined 
between classes of words or "ideas" that func- 
tion similarly. However, their approaches do 
not capture the evaluative relationship the 
speaker has to these agent-action-object re- 
lationships. A conceptual dependency or case 
grammar representation of "I'll do it" does 
not tell how the speakerjkls about doing it- 
does he or she want to or not, will he or she 
do it in the future or not, does he or she con- 
sider doing it to & a positive benefit or a way 
of avoiding unwanted coits, and so on. Not 
tven Schlesingr's (1971) "intentional gram- 
mar" expresses this relationship. His "I-mark- 
en,'' like the base structures in generative se- 
mantin, specify the relations between elements 
(thereby expressing what the speaker intended 
lo saj~), but contain no evaluative position ex- 
plicating the speaker's beha~fioral intentions 
regarding the actions, people, or states being 
discussed. 

At least three types of representations (plus 
emotion-script processing systems) could em- 
body such evaluative information: 

1. Semantic representations like Schank's 
or Fillmore's could be fed through an "emo- 
tion processor" that evaluates the intensions 
expressed by the representation so intentional 
acoustic markers can be appropriately as- 
signed. This seems like putting the cart before 
the horse, however. After all, the speaker's 
emotional attitude toward the referent of the 
utterance is often part of the reason he or she 
wants to make the statement in the 6nt place 
Therefore, from the perspective of a perfor- 
mance model, it would be odd to assign emo- 
tion values after the decision regarding what 
to say has been made. 

2. Evaluations could be represented as 
propositions separate from the agent-action- 
object relations of the sentence actually ut- 
tered. A "'grammatical" transformation would 
then be applied, superimposing acoustic pat- 
terns corresponding to the evaluative p r w -  
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sitiens on the utterance expressing the central Reference Notes 
proposition. The transformational rule of at- 

I, Scherrr, K R., & wdbon. H. G, ,-uor chmneh 
tachment, for example, says that the two deep in m i o n  -ition. burrrip in pnepawion, 
structures "I'll do it" and "I don't want to do Univmity of Gimcn, Gicpen, Wat Germany. 
it" our be combined into one surfaa 2. GOmidQ, L. Fedngs, emotions, and the voice: An 

experimental approach. Unpublished manuscript, "I11 do it but 1 don't want to." Logically, how- Univmity, 1982, 
ever, the same transformation is happening 3. ~ o ~ m l h . l  R. emnmunicatiw, April 1983. 
when you say "I'll do it" in a tired, resigned 4. Stevmr K. ParoaPl communication, January 1983. 
tone of voice. You are attaching the same two 
propositions, but substituting a wrticular tone References 
of ioice for the phrase ''but1 don't want to:' 

3. The relations between agent, action, and 
object in the underlying semantic represen- 
tation could be labeled with the &s eval- 
uations of them. intonational rules for pro- 
ducing the acoustic configurations would be 
applied accordingly. In this system, motiva- 
tional factors are an integral part of the se- 
mantic representation. Assume the represen- 
tation of "I'll do it" is as in a case grammar. 
If I said it in response to the hundredth request 
you made today, the agent relation (corre- 
sponding to "I") might be labeled with a neg- 
ative evaluation and emphasized, but not the 
verb or object because what I object to is the 
fact that I am doing anything at all for you, 
regardless of what it is I am doing. On the 
other hand, if said in reply to a request to 
clean up vomit, the verb might be labeled neg- 
atively and emphasized because it is the pro- 
cess of doing the action rather than the fact 
of who I'm doing it for or the resulting state 
(having the floor clean-the referent of "it") 
that is unpleasant. This system captures the 
fact that it is often specific words that are em- 
phaslzed in particular ways, a convenient 
property for a performance model. 

The discovery that different individuals ad- 
here to reasonably specific acoustic patterns 
in expressing different emotions promises to 
add a new dimension to the study of language. 
These panerns cannot be explained by current 
syntactic or semantic theories. Interpreting 
them in terms of the speaker's valuing of the 
relations, persons, actions, or entities repre- 
sented in the sentence, that is, in terms of the 
speaker's intentions, opens the way for the rec- 
onciliation of two views of language: language 
as a formal system of rules, and language as 
an evolutionary adaptation. If the relation be- 
tween emotion and language is pursued, this 
reconciliation may take the form of a theory 
of intenuonal generative semantics. 
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Appendix 

I kept up my foolishness for the laughter's sake, 
laughing with them, for after those two long nighu 
of dance and moonlight and music and magery I 
was in a fey and wild mood, ready for whatwa 
might come. 

Jasper, who never laughed aloud, looked at me. 
"I am sick of boys and noise and f o o l i s h n ~ "  he 
$aid. 

"You're getting middle-aged, lad," Vetch re- 
marked from above. 

"If silence and gloom is what you want," put in 
one of the younger boys, "you could always try the 
Tower." 

1 said to him, "What is it you want, then, JasprT' 
"I want the company of my equals," Jasper said. 

"Come on, Vetch. Leave the prmtias to their toys." 
I turned to face Jasper. "What do so- have 

that prentim lack?" I inquired. My voice was quiet, 
but all the other boys suddenly fell still, for in my 
voice. as in Jasper's the spite between us now 
sounded plain and clear as steel coming out of a 
sheath. 

"Power? Jasper said. 
"I'll match your power act for act." 
"You challenge me?" 
"1 challenge you." 
Vetch had dropped down to the ground, and now 

he came between u r  grim of face. "Duels in sorcery 
are forbidden to us, and well you know it. Let this 
cease!" 

Both Jasper and I stool silent, for it's true that 
w knew the law of Roke, and we also knew that 
Vnch was moved by love, and ourselves by hate. 
Yet our anger was balked, not cooled. Presently, 
moving a little aside as if to be heard by Vetch 
alone. Jasper spoke, with his cool smile: "I think 
you'd better remind your goatherd friend again of 
the law that protects him. He looks sulky. I wonder, 
did he really think I'd accept a challenge from him? 
a fellow who smells of goats, a prentice who doesn't 
know the Fit Change?" 

"Jasper," said I, "What do you know of what I 
know?" 

For an instant, with no word spoken that any 
heard, I vanished from their sight. and whae I had 
stood a great falcon hovered, opening irs hoolred 
teak to scream: for one instant, and then I stood 
again in the nickering torchlight, my dark gaze on 
Jasper. 

Jasper had taken a step backward, in astonish- 
ment: but now he shrugged and said one word: 
"Illusion." 

The others muttered. Vetch said, "That was not 
illusion. It was true change. And enough. Jasper, 
listen-" 

"Enough to prove that he sneaked a look in the 
Book of Shaping behind the Master's back: what 
then? Go on, Goatherd. I like this trap you're build- 
ing for yourself. The more you try to prove yourself 
my equal, the more you show yourself for what 
you are." 

At that, Vetch turned from Jasper, and said very 
softly to me, "Sparrowhawk. will you be a man and 
drop this now--come with me-" 

I looked at my friend and smiled. but said noth- 
ing. "Now," I said to Jasper, quietly as before, "'what 
arc you going to do to prove yourself my superior, 
Jasper?" 

"I don't have to do anything, Goatherd. Yet I 
will. 1 will give you a chance-an opportunity. Envy 
eats you like a worm in an apple. Let's out the 
worm. Once by Roke Knoll you boasted that Gon- 
tish vizards don't play games. Come to Roke Knoll 
now and show us what it is they do instead. And 
afterward, maybe I will show you a little sorcery." 
"Yes, I should like to see that:' I anwred,  cooly. 

"What would you like me to do. Jasper?" 
The older lad shrugged, "Summon up a spirit 

from the dead, for all 1 care!" 
"I will." 
"You will not." Jasper looked straight at me. rage 

suddenly naming out over his disda~n. "You will 
not. You cannot. You brag and brag-" 

"By my name, [I'll do it!]" 

Script 102 

There is a city called Omelas. How can I tell you 
about the people of Omelas? We have almost lost 
hold; We can no longer describe a happy man, nor 
make any celebration of joy. But in Omelai . . . 

The festival of summer! A marvelous smell of 
cooking goes forth from the red and blue tents of 
the provisioners. The faces of small children are 
amiably sticky: in the benign grey beard of a man 
a couple of crumbs of rich pastry are entangled. 
The youths and girls have mounted their horses and 
are begtnning to group around the starting line of 
the race course. An old woman, small, fat, and 
laughing, is passing out flowers from a basket, and 

'Text adapted from the book A WIZARD OF 
EARTHSEA by Unula K. LcGuin, published by Houghton 
Mifflin Company. Boston. Ccmyright Q 1968 by Unula 
K. LcGuin. Reprinted by permission of the publisher. 

'Text adapted from the book THE WIND'S 'TWELVE 
QUARTERS by Ursula K. LeGuin. Cayright 62 1975 by 
Ursula K. LeGuin. Reprinted with permision of Harper 
& Row. Publishen. Inc. 
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. tall young men wear ber flowm in their shining 
hair. A child of nine or ten sits at the edge of the 
aowd, alone, playing on a wooden !lute. Ptople 
pause to listen, and they smile, but they do not 
speak to him, for he never asses playing and ncva 
aces them, his dark eycs wholly rapt in the nvaf 
thin magic of the tune. 
fhc ~ 1 e  ofomclas have cwpasion, too. They 

have ccunpppion becaw oftbe exisma ofpaotha 
child, a child locked away, out of sight. It is bccausc 
of the child that they are so p t l e  with children. 
They know that if the wretched one were not there, 
sniveling in the dark, the other me, tk !lute playrr, 
could makc no joyful music as the young riders 
line up in their beauty for the raa in the sunlight 
of the ht morning of summer. 

They all know it is tkrc, all the pcqpwple of Omelas. 
Some of them have m e  to see it. 1 came to 
see it. 

In a bPrement under one of the beautiful pubhc 
buildings of Omelas, there is a room. It has one 
locked door, and no arindow. A little light in 
duslily between cracks in the boards, secondhand 
from a cobwebbed window somewhere across the 
cellar. In one comer of the little room a couple of 
mops, with a, clotted, foul-unehng heads, stand 
near a rusty bucket. The floor is dirt, a linle damp 
to the touch, as cellar dirt usually is. The room 1s 
about three paces Long and two wide: a mere broom 

closet or disused tool room. In the room a child is 
dning it could haw been a bay or a girl. It looked 
about six, but actually war nearly ten. It picked its 
nose and occasionally fumbled vaguely with its toes 
or genitals, as it sat huncbed in the coma farthest 
fium the bucket and the two mops. It war afraid 
of tk mops. It found tbem horrible. It shuts its 
eycs, but it knows the mops are sti l l  stan&ng there; 
and the door is always locked; and nobody ever 
comes, except that sometimes the door rattles ter- 
ribly and q ~ n s and a p ~ n ,  or several pople, 
arcthm. Onekickstbechildtomakeitdup. 
The othas n m r  cow dore, but pea in at it witb 
tijghtcned, dkguad eycs. The food bowl and the 
water jug arc hastily Wed, the door is lockd, the 
eycs disappear. Thc child used to scream for help 
at night, and cry a good deal, but when I came it 
only made a kind of whining, "eh-baa, ch-haa." It 
is so thin t k c  arc no dm to its leg; its M y  
protrudes, it lives on a half-bowl of corn meal and 
gmw a day. It is naked. Its buttocks and thighs 
~rramassoffataedsorrs;.sitsitsinitsowa 
excrement continually. 
My sister held the child's bowl. "1 ~an't:' she 

said. '*I canY e m  look at it" 
"Give me the bowl:' I said. Vl'U do it."] 
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